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ABSTRACT: We propose a unified framework for answering k closest pairs queries, k furthest pairs queries and their 
variants by using the concept of grouping of objects. The existing unified framework [1] used for the same purpose 
efficiently answer a broad class of top-k queries including top-k pairs queries on multi-valued objects and exclusive 
top-k pairs queries. Where, when giving a scoring function that computes the score of a pair of objects, a top-kpairs 
query returns k pairs with the smallest scores. But, its performance is poor when the dataset is very large. This is 
because it requires a large amount of time to pairing and scoring of large amounts of data objects and then to returning 
the output. So, in order to overcome that problem and thus to improving the efficiency, we introduce a new concept 
called grouping of data objects. Where, we try to discover a group of object pairs from the heap of all object pairs. The 
size of this group is depends on the value of k and the score of object pairs. For that purpose, we find an efficient 
equation also. This new concept can be applied in the case of non-chromatic and chromatic pairs queries. It can be used 
with the existing unified framework. In our proposed solution, all operations are similar to the existing one. The only 
difference is that here, all operations are applied to a particular group of objects only. So, the expected performance of 
our framework is much higher than the previous version and it requires less computation time. It can even be used with 
very large datasets of real world. In addition to this, like its previous version, it does not require any pre-built indexes, 
uses limited main memory and is easy to implement. 

KEYWORDS: Closest Pairs Queries, Furthest Pairs Queries, Chromatic and Non-Chromatic Pairs Queries, Top-k 
Queries, Multi-Valued Objects, Exclusive Pairs Queries, Grouping of Objects. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Answering k closest pairs queries and their variants have very significant role in real world applications. For 
example, at the time of course and seat allotment, posting of staffs to corresponding vacancies, exam center allocation, 
pair-trading, computational geometry applications, database applications and in the case of many other applications, 
there is a need of an efficient solution to the above problem. In order to solve that problem, we can see several methods 
in the area of knowledge and data engineering. The unified framework proposed in [1] and [2] are two efficient 
methods used for solving that problem. But, the performance of that framework is poor in the case of large datasets. So, 
in order to overcome that problem, we make an additional step to that existing framework. That is, we propose a 
unified framework for answering k closest pairs queries; k furthest pairs queries and their variants by using the concept 
of grouping of data objects. This technique is similar to the one that proposed in [1] except that in which all operations 
are performed in a particular group of objects only. So, the total time required for performing the same is much reduced 
in our framework. Thus, it becomes an efficient framework even in the case of very large dataset. 

Here, by k closest pairs we mean the most similar pairs. That is, k closest pairs query returns k pairs with the 
smallest distances if we rank the pairs based on distance functions. Similarly, by k furthest pairs we mean most 
dissimilar pairs. Here, we consider its chromatic and non-chromatic variants also. That is, if each object in a database 
has assigned a color, then a chromatic query consider color of objects and a non-chromatic query does not consider 
color of objects. Chromatic queries are of two types: homochromatic and heterochromatic top-k pairs queries. A 
homochromatic top-kpairs query returns top-k pairs that contain two objects having the same color. But, a 
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heterochromatic top-kpairs query returns top-k pairs that contain two objects having different colors. Our framework 
also considers the case of multi-valued object pairs queries and exclusive object pairs queries. An object having 
multiple instances is called multi-valued object [1]. Let S be the set of top-k pairs, then we say that an object ou satisfies 
the exclusiveness constraint if ouappears at most once in the set S. 

Top-k queries retrieve the top-k objects by using a user defined scoring function. Paper [7] is an example for this. 
Our proposed framework, as its previous version supports a generic ranking function that is based on both local and 
global scoring functions. A local scoring function computes the score of a pair of objects on a single attribute. But, a 
global scoring function computes the final score of a pair by combining all of its local scores.  

II. RELATED WORK 

M. A. Cheema, in [1] proposed a unified framework for answering k closest pairs queries and variants. This is the 
just previous version of our proposed framework. This paper proposes different algorithms for creating and maintaining 
the sources in the case of both single valued and multi-valued objects. Both of these algorithms are the variations of 
one of the top-k algorithm called Threshold algorithm (TA). TA supports both sorted and random accesses. This 
framework supports a generic ranking function for finding the rank of object pairs. This ranking function is based on 
both local and global scoring functions. That is, here, the main concept is that let d be the number of local scoring 
functions found in our query, then each source Siincrementally returns a pair with the best score according to the ith 
local scoring function. Then the existing top-k algorithm can be used to return the top-k pairs by combining these 
ranked inputs. This paper also proposes methods for handling multi-valued object pairs queries. Where, we define top-k 
pairs based on ∅-quantile scores. This paper also discusses about the solution for finding exclusive top-k pairs queries. 
All of these are efficient solutions but their performance is degraded as the size of the dataset increases.  

The unified framework proposed in [2] is used to compute top-k pairs in multi-dimensional space. This is the just 
previous version of the framework proposed in [1]. This paper proposes efficient internal and external memory 
algorithms for returning top-k pairs. The different query processing algorithms discussed in this paper are Score-based 
Top-k Pairs Queries, Skyline Pairs Queries and Rank-based Top-k Pairs Queries. The Score-based Top-k Pairs Queries 
uses threshold algorithm (TA) to combine the scores of a pair from different sources and return the top-k pairs. A 
skyline pairs query returns every pair that is not dominated by any other pair. And, the Rank-based Top-k Pairs Queries 
is used when it is difficult to define a global scoring function on the attributes that are incompatible. The expected 
performance of those algorithms is optimal when two or less attributes are involved. But, the unified framework 
proposed in [1] overcomes this limitation. 

The paper [3] proposes Incremental Distance Join Algorithms for Spatial Databases. This is the first paper that 
discusses about closest pair problem. Here, two new spatial join operations, distance join and distance semi join, are 
introduced. In these operations, the join output is ordered by the distance between the spatial attribute values of the 
joined tuples. All of these operations are performed in a pipelined fashion by using the incremental algorithms andin 
the context of the R-tree. R-trees are one of the spatial data structures. Here, the incremental distance join algorithm 
works as simultaneously applying an incremental nearest neighbor algorithm to the two spatial data structures.These 
spatial data structures are corresponding to the spatial attributes of the joined relations. The distance semi-join is a 
special case of distance join in which the resulting pairs is limited to a range.  

The second paper that discusses about closest pair problem is [4] in which spatial queries that combine join and 
nearest neighbor query is examined. It is called k closest pairs query (K-CPQ). It finds k-closest pairs between two 
spatial datasets. Here, the case of 1-CPQ is considered as a special case and each dataset is stored in a structure 
belonging to the R-tree family. In order to solve the k closest pairs problem, an extra structure called k- heap is used. 
Which is organized as a max-heap and it holds pairs of objects according to their distance. So, the pair of points with 
the largest distance occupies on the top of the heap. 

The paper [5] discusses about on spatial range closest pair queries. That is, it addresses the problem of closest pairs 
within the same dataset or inside a given range. So, the problem of this paper is also called as Self Range Closest Pair 
problem (SRCP problem). Its entire previous works discusses only about closest pairs of objects among two datasets. 
This paper proposes two versions of the SRCP-tree and a new index structure to solve that problem. The SRCP-tree 
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version one is an R-tree augmented with “local” closest pair information. But, the SRCP-tree version two is an R-tree 
augmented with “local-parent” closest pair information along with each index entry. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 
A. Preliminaries: 

Atop-k query retrieves top-k objects based on a user defined scoring function. This scoring function is based on 
both local and global scoring functions.  The local scoring function is loose monotonic and the global scoring function 
is monotonic. A loose monotonic function is more general than the monotonic function. Now, we can see some useful 
definitions. 

Top-k pairs query: Let Obe the set of objects, a non-chromatic top-k pairs query returns a set of pairs P⊆O x O that 
contains k pairs such that for any pair (a, b) ∈P and any pair (a’, b’) ∉P,  SCORE (a, b) ≤SCORE (a’, b’) [1]. 

A function f is called a monotonic function if it satisfies f (x1, …,xn) ≤ f (y1,…,.yn) where,xi ≤ yi for every 1≤ i ≤ n. 
Similarly, a function s(..,..) is called a loose monotonic function if for every value xi both of the following are true: i) 
for a fixed xi and every xj>xi, s(xi, xj) either monotonically increases or monotonically decreases as xj increases, and ii) 
for a fixed xi and every xk<xi, s(xi, xk) either monotonically increases or monotonically decreases as xk decreases [1]. 

In addition to the above, a loose monotonic functionis called right increasing (resp. decreasing) function iffor every 
xj>xi for the fixed xi,s(xi, xj) monotonicallyincreases (resp. decreases) as xj increases.A loosemonotonic function is 
called left increasing (resp. decreasing)function if for every xk<xifor the fixed xi, s(xi, xk)monotonically increases (resp. 
decreases) as k decreases [1]. 

 
B. Unified framework for answering k closest pairs queries and variants using grouping of objects: 

 
 

Fig. 1: System architecture 
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    Our proposed framework is similar to the one that defined in [1] except that it works by using the concept of 
grouping of data objects. In the existing framework, for top-kpairs computation we first sort all objects in ascending 
order of their attribute values. Then, we find different combinations of these object pairs and calculated its local scores 
on the ith attribute by using a local scoring function. Let d be the number of local scoring functions, then each source Si 
incrementally returns its best pair according to the ith local scoring function. Finally a top-k algorithm is used to 
retrieve top-k pairs by combining all of the d local scores.  

    We are using a new concept because, in the existing framework, the top-kpairs computation requires a large amount 
of time when the dataset is very large. This is because if the dataset is very large, then the pairing of objects and scoring 
of all combinations of pairs require large computations.  For example, if there are 100 data objects in a dataset, then the 
pairing of that data objects leads to the generation of 100c2 combinations of pairs. The computational cost for 
processing all of these pairs is very high. In addition to this, their computational cost also increases as the k value 
increases.  So, in order to overcome that problem, we find a group of object pairs from the set of all combinations of 
object pairs by using an efficient equation. Then apply all of the pre-mentioned operations in that particular group only. 
We also find an algorithm for creating and maintaining the sources. This will reduce the total computations and thus the 
time required for completing the computations. The accuracy is also maintained. Our solution is better in the case of 
non-chromatic and chromatic object pairs queries. Fig.1 shows the architecture of our system.  

From this architecture, we can see that the heap size is reduced to the group size after finding the group. Now, we 
can find the top k pairs by processing those single group elements only. The more detailed explanation of the algorithm 
is given in the next section. 

 
C. Creating and Maintaining the Sources 

In our solution, we require that each source should return its top-k pairs in a sorted order. So, we need an efficient 
technique to creating and maintaining the sources. Here, we present an internal memory optimal algorithm for that 
purpose. In this algorithm, we first sort all objects in ascending order of their attribute values such that o1≤o2≤….≤oM. 
We assume that the local scoring function which satisfies s(ou, ov) = s(ov, ou,) and we consider only the pairs (ou, ov)  
where u <v. For any pair (ou, ov), we called ou as host and ov as guest of ou. If we assume that the queries are non-
chromatic and the scoring function is absolute difference, then the object ov is called the best guest of ou if for every 
other guest ov’of ou, s(ou, ov) ≤ s(ou, ov’). Where, s(ou, ov) means the score of the pair (ou, ov). In our proposed solution, 
we find scores of object pairs based on a distance function called absolute difference. 

Here, for creating and maintaining the sources, we use an improved algorithm called Algorithm New. This 
algorithm is shown below. Here, first we sort all objects in ascending order of their attribute values. Then we find the 
best guest of each object ou in the sorted list and denoted it by a pair (ou, ov) where,ov is the best guest of ou. Then, we 
insert all such pairs into heap1 with its score. The size of this heap will increase as the size of the dataset increases. So, 
in order to reduce its size and thus to reduce the computations, we find a group of object pairs from this heap. That is, if 
the value of k is 1, then the algorithm simply returns the top pair of heap 1 as result. But, if the value of k is greater than 
1, then the algorithm retrieves the top pair of heap 1 and find its next best guest uptok-1 times. The resulting pair (ou, 
ov’) is inserted into another heap called heap 2 with its score, s(ou, ov’). Then scan heap 1 upto finding an object pair (ou, 
ov) such that s(ou, ov) ≥ s(ou, ov’). If such a pair exists, then we remove that pair (pairs) and its subtree (subtrees) from 
heap1. Now, we get a reduced heap. This reduced heap will form the new group of object pairs. Then we continue all of 
the pre mentioned operations in that reduced heap until the heap become empty. As the algorithm proceeds, the heap 
size (group size) may be reduced. This is because of the formation of new heap 2 pairs whose score is less than the 
existing ones. Finally, we retrieve the top pair of heap 2 and return all of the path pairs between its objects as the result 
of the query or top k pairs. 

The same technique can be applied in the case of all of its variants such as homochromatic and heterochromatic 
object pairs queries. In the case of chromatic queries, the best guest of an object ou is the right adjacent object of ou that 
meet the color requirement. That is, in the case of homochromatic queries, the best guest of ou is the right adjacent 
object of ou with the same color as that of ou. Similarly, in the case of heterochromatic queries, the best guest of ou is 
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the right adjacent object of ouwith a different color. After finding the adjacent objects and best guest of each chromatic 
object, we can answer its top k pairs query by following the same procedure as that of chromatic object pairs. Here also 
the use of the reduced heap or the group of object pairs improves the efficiency of our algorithm. 
 
 
Algorithm New: Creating and Maintaining a Source 
 
                InitializeSource() 

1. { 
2. sort all objects in ascending order of their values; 
3. for each object ou do 
4. ov ← the best guest of ou; 
5.     insert the pair (ou, ov)  into heap 1 with score         

s(ou, ov); 
6.  } 
7. read the value of k; 
8. if k = 1, then 
9.     return the top pair of heap 1 as result; 
10. else 
11.     while (heap 1 is non-empty) 
12.     { 
13.          for each pair (ou, ov) in heap 1 do 
14.              call getNextBestPair (); 
15.              scan heap 1 until to obtain a pair (ou, ov)   
such that s(ou, ov) ≥ s(ou, ov’);   
16.              if such a pair or pairs exists, then 
17.                  remove (ou, ov) and its subtree from  

heap 1; 
18.              return (ou, ov); 
19.              update heap1; 
20.     }  
21. retrieve the top pair (ou, ov’) from heap 2; 
22. return all of the path pairs between ouandov’ as top k pairs;  

 
getNextBestPair () 

1. get the top pair (ou, ov) from the heap1; 
2. for( i=2; i ≤ k; i++) 
3. { 
4.      if the next best guest of ou exists, then  
5. ov’ ← the next best guest of ou; 
6.          i = i+1; 
7.      else go to step 18; 
8.  } 
9.  insert the pair (ou, ov’) into heap 2 with score  

s(ou, ov’); 
10. return (ou, ov’); 
 

 
The same technique can be applied in the case of all of its variants such as homochromatic and heterochromatic 

object pairs queries. In the case of chromatic queries, the best guest of an object ou is the right adjacent object of ou that 
meet the color requirement. That is, in the case of homochromatic queries, the best guest of ou is the right adjacent 
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object of ou with the same color as that of ou. Similarly, in the case of heterochromatic queries, the best guest of ou is 
the right adjacent object of ouwith a different color. 

Top-k pairs queries on multi-valued objects: A multi-valued object means an object that having multiple instances. 
The procedure for answering Top-kpairs queries on multi-valued objects is given in [1]. In the case of multi-valued 
objects, an object is represented by using the set of its instances (for eg: let U be an object, then it is defined as U = 
{u1,…,un}) and top-k pairs are defined by using  ∅-quantile scores (see [1]).  

Exclusive top-k pairs queries: Let, S be the set of top-k pairs, then we say that an object ou satisfies the 
exclusiveness constraint if ouappears at most once in the set S. An exclusive top-kpairs query retrieves top-k pairs in 
which every object satisfies the exclusiveness constraint. Its procedure also discussed in paper [1].  In the case of 
exclusive object pairs queries, the situation is different and our proposed solution require slight modifications.  

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION  

We implement our proposed framework in a real world dataset of location data. For that purpose we use two datasets 
of different size. Here, we use n to denote the size of the dataset or the number of objects in a dataset and we use kto 
denote the required number of pairs. One dataset contain 100 residential blocks and another dataset contain 300 
residential blocks from USA. Where, each residential block corresponds to the location of a town. Our both datasets 
contain 10 different towns numbered from 0 to 9. In first dataset each town contain 10 residential blocks and in second 
dataset each town contain 30 residential blocks. Residential blocks that found within the same town have assigned the 
same color and residential blocks that found within different towns have assigned different colors. Here, each location 
has four attributes. They are two location coordinates, population and average rent of the properties in the location. 
Then we run different queries on this dataset and evaluate the performance of our algorithm. 

Fig. 2(a) shows Computation time versus the number of objectswhen k is a constant and Fig. 2(b) shows Computation time versus the effect 
ofk value when n is a constant 

 
 

The computation time required for the existing system increases as the number of data objects in the dataset 
increases as well as the k values increases. But, the performance of our proposed method is better than its previous 
version [1] because it requires only fewer computations even if the dataset is very large. This is shown in above figures. 
Fig. 2(a)shows the effect of the size of the dataset on computation time in the case of existing system and in the case of 
our proposed system when k is a constant such as 5.But, Fig. 2(b) shows the effect of k values on computation time in 
the case of existing system and in the case of our proposed system when n is a constant such as 300. In these figures, 
‘Our’ denotes our proposed solution and ‘Prev’ denotes the previously existing solution. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper proposes a new unified framework for answering k closest pairs queries and their variants by using the 
concept of grouping of data objects. This grouping of data objects is used to reduce the number of computations and 
thus to saving the computational time. In the existing system, the algorithm for returning top-k pairs is applied to the 
whole dataset. So, when the dataset is very large, this procedure requires a large amount of time. Therefore, in order to 
overcome that problem, we introduce the concept of grouping of objects. According to this concept, after sorting all the 
objects in a dataset, we find pairs such that each pair contains a data object and its best guest. Then we insert all the 
pairs into the heap and then to reduce the heap size we use an efficient algorithm and an equation for score comparison. 
Then we apply all of the operations for finding top k pairs in that reduced heap only. In future, we can find efficient 
methods for answering k-closest groups queries and variants by using grouping of objects and other methods that work 
efficiently. Like its previous version, our proposed solution requires only limited main memory, it does not require any 
pre-built indexes and is easy to implement.  
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